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English
Reading
Children will:

learn skills of prediction, questioning, clarifying,
summarising and inference to aid understanding of the
text
Texts studied this half term A Tale of Two Robots by Tom D. Dell'Aringa
A non-fiction text on Humans and Robots
Writing
Text: There isn't Time by Eleanor Farjeon
Application write: Poetry
Text: A Tale of Two Robots by Tom D. Dell'Aringa
Application write: First person retell and instructions for making a
robot
Grammar
Children will:

use different sentence types: questions, commands,
exclamations

use a variety of sentence structures - including
subordinating conjunctions

use apostrophe for possession (singular)
Spelling:
French
Suffixes – Children will learn how
the suffixes -ly, -ture, -ation are
used and will
words
with the c sound spelt ch.
Children
learn:

the months of the year

a song about the months

to count from 13-31

Physical Education
Outdoor –Tennis, Basketball and Hockey
Children will:
•
learn how to feed a ball accurately to their partner
•
consolidate and develop the range and consistency of
their skills in net games
Indoor - Dance and Gymnastics
Children will:
•
create and perform dances using a range of movement
patterns
•
identify what makes a performance effective and suggest
improvements based on this information

Science
Animals including Humans
Children will:

understand what the human body needs in order to
survive

identify the importance of staying healthy

understand why the human body has a skeleton

discuss how muscles help us move

understand how our bodies affect our performance
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Multiplication and division
Children will:

multiply and divide numbers mentally using number facts
and arrays, focusing on the x4 and x8 times tables

multiply and divide a 2-digit number by a 1-digit number

apply these skills to real world problems e.g. scaling
Multiplication and Division Booklet
Money
Children will:

convert pounds and pence

add and subtract money, giving change
Money Booklet
Wider Curriculum: Geography
The Arctic Circle
Children will:

locate the Arctic region on a world map

identify countries found in the Arctic Circle

learn about wildlife and human life in the Arctic

discuss the similarities and differences between the Arctic
and another place in the world

understand how climate change impacts our world
Music

Art
Children will:

learn about which animals are endangered and why

study what the word extinct means and explore the
difference between tone and texture

make initial studies of animals using graphite sticks

experiment with layering oil pastels to create tones and
textures

Religious Education
Children will:

explore what makes a place sacred

study worship in the home and explore other ways to
show commitment to God

discuss how beliefs and practices connect and are
expressed in everyday life

Maths

PSHE
Dreams and Goals
Children will:

identify their own ambitions and set goals in order to
reach them

discuss positive attitudes when faced with difficulties
and explore how this can help them succeed.

Children will:

read and perform both pitched and un-pitched notation

compose and perform their own notation

learn how to play a clarinet as part of the Brent Music
Service Tune Project
Computing
Children will:

use Scratch for code-making shapes

use sequencing and repeating instructions

create a game
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